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“The market does not experience the same turbulence as
mainstream finance providers facing increasing

regulations and uncertainty over funding from major
institutions. Market development will largely be

determined by what happens in the housing market and if
there is enough equity in properties to continue to fund

redevelopments and business expansions.”
– Lewis Cone, Senior B2B Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Industry under the spotlight regarding default rates
• The number of SMEs seeking external finance has fallen with bridgers needing to be

proactive

The bridging loans sector is expanding significantly faster than the mainstream mortgage market,
which grew by 4% in 2018, according to UK Finance. In comparison, the bridging loans market
increased by 17% in 2018.

Despite this growth, the bridging finance sector is still only worth some 3% of the traditional mortgage
sector, which was valued at £267.5 billion at the end of 2018 and is expected to decline to around £250
billion by the end of 2019 - suggesting spare capacity for the industry to capitalise on.
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Figure 6: UK bridging loans market value segmentation, in aggregated loan balances, by sector, 2015-19, (£ billion)

Loan purpose
Figure 7: UK bridging loans market value segmentation, by loan purpose and in aggregated loan balances, 2018 and 2019, (% of
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Aggregated loan balances forecast to rise by 44% to 2024
Figure 8: Forecast UK bridging loans market value, in aggregated loan balances, 2020-24, (£ billion)

Key indicators of growth begin to drag but industry remains optimistic
Figure 9: Forecast UK bridging loans market value segmentation, in aggregated loan balances, by sector, 2020-24, (£ billion)

Annual GDP growth falls to six-year low in 2018
Figure 10: Annual GDP growth rate, 2014-18, (%)
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A rise in insolvencies presents challenges and reduces business from those with less access to finance
Figure 16: Company insolvencies in England and Wales, 2014-18, (number)
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Lender overview
Figure 17: Bridging lenders’ activity and product detail, by lender, 2019

Hope Capital extends range to include borrowers with adverse credit

Aspen Bridging launches ‘finish and exit’ product and flexible loan extensions

UTB launches dual legal representation to simplify the legal process for loans

Aspen Bridging

Recent company activity

Financial information
Figure 18: Financial analysis of Aspen Bridging Limited, 2018-19, (£ 000)

Oaksix Holdings Limited (formerly Fortwell Capital)

Recent company activity

Financial information
Figure 19: Financial analysis of Oaksix Holdings Limited (formerly Fortwell Capital), 2014-18, (£ 000)

Octopus Real Estate (formerly Octopus Property)

Recent company activity

Financial information
Figure 20: Financial analysis of Bridgeco Ltd, 2013-17, (£ 000)

Figure 21: Financial analysis of Fern Trading Ltd, 2014-18, (£ million)

Figure 22: Financial analysis of Nino Limited, 2015-19, (£ 000)

Figure 23: Financial analysis of Octopus Property Limited, 2015-19, (£ 000)

Figure 24: Financial analysis of Terido LLP, 2014-18, (£ 000)

Shawbrook Bank

Recent company activity

Financial information
Figure 25: Financial analysis of Shawbrook, 2014-18, (£ million)

Together Commercial Finance

Recent company activity

Financial information
Figure 26: Financial analysis of Together Commercial Lending, 2014-18, (£ 000)

United Trust Bank

Recent company activity

Financial information
Figure 27: Financial analysis of United Trust Bank, 2014-18, (£ 000)

West One Loans

Recent company activity

Financial information
Figure 28: Financial analysis of West One Loan, 2014-18, (£ 000)
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Grants most commonly used whilst over a quarter would consider bridging

Lower arrangement fees most attractive to business owners

Improving cash flow and equipment purchase represent most common uses of loan

Grants most commonly used whilst over a quarter would consider bridging
Figure 29: Non-bank lending use, June 2019, (% of respondents)

Lower arrangement fees most attractive to business owners
Figure 30: Attractive lending factors, June 2019, (% of respondents)

Improving cash flow and equipment purchase represent most common uses of loan
Figure 31: Purpose of loan, June 2019, (% of respondents)
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